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Who would have thought that work and 
leisure could harmonise so well?
There are desks. And then there’s temptation c. 
So what’s the difference? Whilst the former are 
merely functional, temptation c sets new stand-
ards when it comes to modern ergonomic work-
stations. In temptation c, Sedus has launched a 

desk system which brings together design, ergo-
nomics and economy. Various height-adjustment 
technologies allow the desk to be set to meet 
individual needs without compromising the  
clear-cut and aesthetically pleasing design line. 



Great prospects for the coming  
business year:
almost unbeatable efficiency.
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A flexible working environment increases produc-
tivity. The ergonomic C-frame and 4-leg frame 
desks from temptation can be freely combined 
with one another. For example as a workstation or 
conference system. The clear-cut shape involving 

right angles is typical of the entire desk family. 
temptation c is not only extremely economic but 
also future-proof! After all, it can be quickly and 
easily adapted to suit any situation. 



Ergonomics versus economics.
With temptation c, everyone’s a winner.
Sedus temptation c provides a unique approach 
to customised workstation design which does not 
detract from the overall look of the office. With 
the individually adjustable desk top heights, this 
range makes a valuable contribution to a more 
pleasant and ergonomic work flow. The cupboards 

with full height pull-out drawer not only offer lots 
of storage space but also act as room dividers with 
screening and/or acoustic protection. Further-
more, they make ideal convergence points for 
stand-up meetings. 
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Sedus temptation c – 
the intelligent solution: 
individual workstations 
can be custom-equipped 
with the printer shelf, 
the laptop holder, 
the PC housing holder, 
etc. – all within arm’s 
reach. 



The perfect control centre. Even when  
all you want to do is relax.
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You don’t need a big office to show off temptation c
to its best advantage. In an individual office or in a
home office, the C-frame desk is an elegant piece of
furniture. The attractive design of the freely select-

able worktops and frame components instantly 
add a sense of quality to any room. The Sedus 
mobile pedestal not only ensures that things are 
kept neat and tidy, it also optimises work flows.



Being organised is half the  
battle when it comes to keeping  
an eye on what really matters.
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According to the saying, the state of one’s desk 
reflects the state of one’s mind. temptation c 
comes with a clear and tidy cable solution. 
All cables disappear in the elegant E-Box. And 
because the system can be accessed easily 
from above, the quick connection of personal 
technical equipment is no longer a problem.

The sliding top pro-
vides direct access to 
the cable tray below 
the desk, fixed desk-
tops can be fitted with 
a fold-down cable tray. 
On the desk, the cables 
are either guided 
through a panel on 
the side or through 
a cable management 
system. The desks also 
feature a stylish cable 
grommet and a handy 
desk-mounted socket 
outlet. Which means 
there are now no more 
excuses for a messy 
desk.



Simply twice as much room.
The double workstation with return table is a per-
fect example of the diverse combinations offered 
by temptation c. On the one side there is the 
actual desk and, on the other side, the additional 
surface can be used for storage. The return tables 
are robust and can be configured in any number 

of ways. Ideal for all those for whom a single 
workstation is too small. The Sedus cushioned 
containers are particularly handy for visitors 
and colleagues; they make a comfortable seat 
for a spontaneous glance over the shoulder. 
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With this variation, 
the return tables can 
be positioned central-
ly. As such, users can 
communicate face-to-
face with team mem-
bers at all times as well 
as dynamically switch 
between the computer 
and meetings. 



Good consultation starts 
at the desk: temptation c 
has the solution.
With the numerous extension and linking elements, temptation c can be 
configured to meet all business needs. One of the options is, for example, 
the classic consultation scenario. In order to switch from the computer to 
the person to whom you wish to talk to, simply swivel round to face him or 
her. You no longer need an alternative desk for meetings and, in turn, an 
uncluttered and harmonious office environment is ensured. The curvature 
of the desk offers enough surface space for two or three person as well as 
a relaxed and pleasant atmosphere for meetings. 

System adapter. For 
mounting lights, 
screens, function 
bridges, etc. 

Monitor bracket. The 
elegant yet extremely 
stable monitor bracket 
guarantees maximum 
freedom of movement.

Modesty panel. The 
translucent modesty 
panel ensures privacy 
from prying eyes.
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Ergonomics begins where  
functionality ends.
With five different height settings, temptation c provides perfect ergonomics 
when working. Whichever technology you opt for, alternating postures  
guarantee that working is kind on the back. 
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Height-adjustable via 
telescopic mecha-
nism. Manually adjust-
able with large adjust-
ment range of 620 to 
850 mm. Advantage: 
the most cost-efficient 
height adjustment 
solution.

Height-adjustable via 
handle. For  
multi-user worksta-
tions, e.g., for call 
centres or shared 
desks. The advantag-
es: simple adjustment 
(620 to 850 mm), no 
power supply required. 

Height-adjustable via 
gas lift mechanism. 
Advantages: simple 
and quick adjustment, 
adjustment range with 
standing height from 
720 to 1180 mm, not 
dependent on power 
supplies, no costs for 
stand-by operation.

Motorized height 
adjustment. 
Advantages: simple 
adjustment with power 
supply, adjustment 
range with stand-
ing height from 720 
to 1200 mm, control 
optionally available 
with digital display 
and memory function 
for three pre-selected 
heights. 

Motorized height 
adjustment. 
Advantages: simple 
adjustment with power 
supply, adjustment 
range with standing 
height from 650 to 
1250 mm, control 
optionally available 
with digital display 
and memory function 
(fig. above) for three 
pre-selected heights. 
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Function bridge   Plexiglas desk screen Flower vase CD rack  Cup holder   

A4 long storage tray  A4 wide storage tray  Wide pen tray  Notelet box 90 x 90 mm  Pen box  

Desks

Return tables

Dimensions in mm

Extensions

3. level

Side tables
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Frame and base white 
(120) 

Frame white (120) 
with chromed base 
(236) 

Frame and base in 
white aluminium (119) 

Frame in white 
aluminium (119) with 
chromed base (236) 

Real wood veneer

Laminate

Modesty panel/desk screen 
Plexiglas

Frame versions

Endless creative freedom  
for form and colour.

B26 Beech natural B21 Beech mid brown B23 Beech walnut varnish

H11 Maple natural C11 Oak natural C17 Oak wenge varnish 

E41 Ash natural E10 Ash white E46 Ash light grey E45 Ash black

G11 Peartree natural F31 Cherry natural D12 Walnut natural D11 Walnut dark

203 Maple K69 Acacia 103 Beech K66 Walnut

K70 graphite blackA16 dark grey

105 translucent white

02 arctic whiteA14 pure white
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